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INTRODUCTION BY BRANCH CHAIR - Suvarna Parbhoo-Mohan

Welcome to the 2nd edition of our new Branch Newsletter. Over the past year, there have been several
exciting changes within the Botanical Society - an increase in communication across the Branches and Head
Office, a fresh new Veld & Flora magazine and, most recently, the resurrection of the BotSoc conservation
unit. Our Branch has had a busy year, with the return of our annual Plant Fair being quite successful. We
are already planning innovative ways of enhancing the Plant Fair experience later this year. Although our
nursery visits have lessened over the past year, the concept of the visits to compensate for not having a
Plant Fair has really benefitted the various nurseries, and we trust you continue to support your local
indigenous nursery.
While the committee really enjoys engaging with our members at our monthly talks (mainly hosted at the
Durban Botanic Gardens) and outings, we would like to connect with our members on the outskirts of the
City. Utilising the wealth of knowledge within our membership, we would like to hear from you as to what
skill you can share or would like to learn from our Branch. Share with us what incentives you would like as
a member of the BotSoc KZN Coastal Branch, since the free entry to the NBG doesn’t quite apply to our
members. We look forward to a year of active participation from all our members as we seek to boost our
membership.
Please note that, due to the Corvid-19 pandemic, all events are on hold until further notice. In the
meantime, we invite you to listen to our Podcast. We wish all members good health at this time.

Click here to read
the latest issue of
PlantLifeSA

2. OUTINGS
2.1 Springtime at Umtamvuna Nature Reserve by Lerato Molekoa
6th October, a beautiful sunny morning … we made our way to the stunning Umtamvuna Nature Reserve,
inland of Port Edward, on the KZN-Eastern Cape coastal border. As we entered the reserve, the magnificent
landscape formed by grassland, rocky cliff faces, and plateaus was aesthetically pleasing. The reception
area was filled with information about the Reserve’s geology, wildlife and an array of endemic species - an
educational read to set the scene for our botanical walk.
The enthusiastic group was split up into two groups led by the Pondoland CREW champions, Kate and
Graham Grieve. The grassland was beaming with a variety of plant species flowering amass, making the
landscape change from fields of yellow to blue. The further we walked, the more in awe we became. Our
guides pointed out several plant species of conservation concern, some of which are only known to occur
in this Reserve. For some of us this was our first observation of plant species listed as threatened in the
National Red List. I was most excited to see Boophone disticha in flower, a tropical species easily identified
by its prominent bulb and fan-like bright pink flower shoots.
As we ascended to the top of the Beacon Hill, we were greeted to a magnificent view of the cliff faces,
Coastal Scarp Forest in the gorge along the river below and the rolling grassland. Our guide mentioned that
the cliffs were formed by the river incising into Natal Group Sandstone, thereby creating the unique soils
for several endemic plants to thrive on this
substrate. The Pondoland CREW group has
walked through the Reserve every Thursday
throughout the year for several years now, and
their management recommendations have
resulted in the Reserve being well managed,
with minimal invasive alien plant species and
bush encroachment. We are grateful to the
knowledgeable CREW group who shared their
little piece of paradise with us, and we will
surely return next season.
Left: BotSoc visitors in the grassland

Above: Boophone disticha in flower
Right: The path up to the Beacon Hill

2.3 Interesting Trees of Durban Botanic Gardens by Christine Sole
Fifteen stalwarts turned up at Durban Botanic Gardens (DBG) on a cloudy, drizzly Saturday morning (9th
November 2019) for Dr. Hugh Glen’s walkabout, entitled ‘Interesting Trees of the DBG’.
As luck would have it, the threatened rain held off and participants were able to enjoy a nearly two-hour
amble around the Gardens, visiting a fascinating array of some of Hugh’s favourite trees, accompanied by
his intriguing botanical and personal commentary. Before leaving the Visitors’ Centre, Hugh set the tone
for his walk, reciting a verse from Lewis Carroll’s ‘Alice in Wonderland’.
“The time has come,' the Walrus said,
To talk of many things:
Of shoes — and ships — and sealing-wax —
Of cabbages — and kings —”
“Well”, noted Hugh, “I can’t promise you all of these, but fantastical botanical things are on the list of what
we’ll see today!” Proceeding in a cryptic tone, Hugh announced that his, by now somewhat bemused,
guests would encounter a tree that could be connected to buying a goat in Yemen, the Maria Theresa coin
and to Beethoven, Mozart and Haydn’s finances. We set off, wondering what lay in store for us.
A nod of acknowledgement to the special palm collection of the Gardens as we passed by, then saw Hugh
stopping at the European Fan Palm (Chamaerops humilis), a nondescript clump of lowish, bushy palm
leaves and stems. Hugh explained that most palms were Asian or South American in origin – bearing in
mind that South Africa has only five different species of indigenous palm trees. The species that we were

viewing can boast a specimen that was planted in 1585 in the botanical garden of Padua, Italy, where
plants were grown as a teaching aid for medical students at the university which still exists; that particular
individual is now the height of a three story building!
Our next stop was Bixa orellana, originating in Central and South America and the Caribbean, it is a
perennial tall shrub, the seeds of which have a potent stain that is used to colour cheddar cheese and also
to provide the orange hue in lipstick.
The next point of interest was the lake with its magnificent display of the Sacred Lotus blooms (Nelumbo
nucifera) that holds a special place in certain faiths. According to Hugh, some German scientists found that
the shape and arrangement of the tiny wax platelets of the leaf make it repel dirt. They were able to
engineer the same pattern on to the surface of (expensive) window glass so that it too, repels dirt significant advantage in high rise buildings. A query from one of the walkers about the curled, spear-like
shape of some leaves and whether they were young or old, let us appreciate, yet again, the extraordinary
adaptations of plants; the new leaves are shaped thus to be able to push through their preferred habitat,
mud, more easily than if they were flat.
We lingered alongside the Currie’s water fountain, named to honour Councillor HW Currie’s contribution
to alleviating the crippling drought experienced in Durban during the 1880’s. “An unfortunately planned
piece of ironmongery if ever there was one. It gives me a giggle each time I pass by,” commented Hugh,
referring to the fountain statues of two young boys pouring water. “Use your imagination when it is
working! But let’s now move on and think about trees...”
Stopping by the aged Jacaranda, Jacaranda mimosifolia, planted in the 1880’s and believed to be the first
of its kind in South Africa, we note that with the correct pruning during its long tenure in the Gardens, it is
currently showing signs of abundant growth. Originating from South America, its attractive white wood is
used in creating ornaments. However, it is classified as an invasive plant species and may not be replaced.
Nevertheless, the Jacaranda’s residency in the garden is important from an historical and tourist viewpoint
- the Durban Botanic Gardens is very
significant on the botanical tourist trail, having
specimens of extraordinary species of trees
from all corners of the earth, many of which
one would be unlikely to encounter in a
lifetime, in situ. Indeed, the global, botanical
diversity contained in DBG is indicative of the
important role the Gardens play for students
of botany and for the domestic and foreign
visitor.
Layout of Durban Botanic
Gardens – Africa’s oldest
surviving Botanical Gardens

We encountered the oldest, extant mango tree in
Durban, and many others and then move on to perhaps
the “loneliest’ tree in the world (it has no partner), the
Encephalartos woodii. This individual, found in northern
KZN’s Ngoye forest and planted in DBG in 1907, was
named after Dr. John Medley Wood, amateur botanist
and curator (then director) of the Gardens for over
thirty years. Unique in that this is a male specimen - no
female cycads of the species have ever been found the plant may only reproduce vegetatively by its pups
or suckers. It is believed to be over one thousand years
old. Currently, the University of Pretoria and the Cycad
Society are working with female cones of the
Encephalartos natalensis to create a hybrid cross to
eventually produce a replica of the female
Encephalartos woodii and to so rescue the species.
Left: One of the original stems of Encephalartos woodii
at Durban Botanic Garden. Photo by M. Purves, Wiki
Commons.
Right: Spines of Ziziphus mucronata.
Photo: Rotational via Wiki Commons

Whilst on the topic of longevity, we visited the
oldest naturally occurring (non-planted) tree in
the DBG – the indigenous Buffalo Thorn – Ziziphus
mucronata or for its isiZulu name, uMlahlankozi
which means ‘sleeping place of the chief’. It was part of the original Berea forest and already existed when
the Gardens were first established in their new location, below the Ridge, in 1851. The Ziziphus currently
stands at +170 years in age. The ‘blinkblaar-wag- ‘n-bietjie’ - the ‘bright leafed wait-a-bit tree’ - is its lyrical
Afrikaans name. With one straight spine and one hooked spine on its branches, the tree is said to look to
the future and acknowledge the past ... life is never a straight path! Also significant in a spiritual sense, this
tree has special meaning for some of our different South African cultures.
Tales about flora were enjoyed by the strollers especially, how to buy a goat in Yemen, Beethoven’s
finances and a Maria Theresa ‘thaler’ are connected with a tree whilst standing under the Swietenia
mahagoni. Certainly, there are more extraordinary stories to be revealed by our botanical guide and
raconteur on another occasion.

3. TALKS
3.1 The Wild Orchids of the Southern Drakensberg by Sandra Dell and Richard Braby
Richard Braby gave an illustrated talk on his book, The Wild Orchids of the Southern Drakensberg, at the
Durban Botanic Gardens Visitors Centre on 25 November.
His interest started in 2006 when he – a businessman and
photographer - and his wife Julie – who we know as a
CREW volunteer - moved to a small-holding bordering
Garden Castle Nature Reserve in the Underberg area. At
that stage there were very few wild orchid reference
books available and those that were available were
technical and difficult for amateur botanists to use,
particularly for identification purposes. Richard decided to
produce a book where the emphasis was on photographs
that illustrated the features of the orchids, keeping
botanical terminology to a minimum.
The book covers the area from Bushman’s Nek area to
Above: Far Left: Cover of Wild Orchids of the
Loteni in a narrow band of roughly 30 km. In this small
Southern Drakensberg by Richard and Julie
area he recorded over 100 variations of orchids. Two A4
Braby. Above right: A photo from the book of
pages are dedicated to each variation. The pictures show
Disa sanguinea
the actual sizes of the orchids, colour variations, the
leaves and an A4 picture of the flowers. In the back of the book, there are pages showing distinguishing
features of similar-looking orchids which should be of great help to enthusiasts. There is also reference to
the current research on some species of orchids where some splitting could occur. All in all, a wonderful
reference guide.
Richard’s talk was very interesting and the photographs
of orchids and scenery, simply stunning. An unexpected
bonus was Richard’s self-deprecating sense of humour.
The 218-page book is available from the BotSoc Branch
office and at Branch events for R450.00 each.
Seen at the talk were (from left to right): Christine Mair,
Richard Braby (author), Lorraine Wilson, Louise Jennings, Barry
Lang (Front): Julie Braby. Photo: Di Higginson Keath

This talk is now available as a podcast on The Botanical Society KZN Coastal Branch Podcast
Other talks currently available are:
• How Tree Book authors have failed the amateurs of today
• Leopard Conservation
• A Greener Home
• Dr E. Moll talk (Hawaan Forest)
• Alien Invaders

4. GARDEN TOURS
4.1 The Garden of Lydia Petre By Sandra Dell
We had the pleasure of visiting Lydia Petre’s garden in Amanzimtoti in November. Unfortunately, due to a
World Cup Rugby semi-final on the same morning, only a few of us were there.
Lydia had worked hard on her garden for over 18 years to transform it from exotic to thriving indigenous.
She had overcome setbacks, like a neighbour’s wall collapsing and flooding her property, to produce this
delightful, neat and tranquil haven. There were many interesting, out-of-the-ordinary plants to see, like
Indigofera micrantha and Turraea obtusifolia (Small Honeysuckle- tree). A forest at the back was clearly
enjoyed by birds, judging by the bird-sounds. A seating area was tucked away among the trees. Prominent
among the trees was a Weeping Boer-bean (Schotia brachypetala). An African-dogrose (Xylotheca
kraussiana) was in flower. Near to the house on the same side was a raised bed of vegetables and herbs,
including Wild Rosemary (Eriocephalus africanus). Wormwood or Wilde Als (Artemesia afra) is an
indigenous, medicinal plant with lacy, silver-green leaves that smell like menthol when crushed and can
help to clear one’s airways.

Above: Colourful pots at the entrance. Above right: Lydia (middle) leads the way into the forest
Photos: Sandra Dell

Above: Turraea obtusifolia
Photo: Wally Menne

Above: Schotia brachypetala.
Photo: Anno Torr

We finished the tour at the beautiful pool area. Here, a rockery and more attractive pot plants were on
view. We then savoured Lydia’s delicious home-baked carrot cake, while Vervet monkeys eyed us
enviously. Several people remarked on the peace and tranquillity of the garden. The lovely sights and
Lydia’s infectious enthusiasm inspired us to want to take our own gardens to new heights. Thank you so
much to Lydia for having us – it was a most informative and enjoyable morning!

Far left: A pretty, succulent
pot plant display at the
pool side. Photo: Sandra Dell
Left: A seating area was tucked
among the trees.
Photo: Lydia Petre

5. NURSERY VISIT
5.1 Hillcrest AIDS Centre Trust & Nursery by Corinne Winson
Complex Manager, John Lund, gave a fascinating talk on the history of the Hillcrest AIDS Centre Trust. An
initiative of the local Methodist Church, in response to the AIDS pandemic, mainly amongst the rural poor
in the Valley of A Thousand Hills, the Centre has grown to where it now provides, not only unconditional
love and hope for those suffering from AIDS, but also education, training, and social upliftment for its
target communities.
There is not enough space in this Newsletter to list the many projects that the Centre now runs (the latest
being a ‘must visit’ coffee shop!) and you are urged to go to their website. We are sure that you will find it
as inspiring as did those fortunate enough to attend this outing.
Below is just a short extract from the website:
HACT’s mission is to serve all those impacted by HIV and AIDS by providing unconditional love and hope in
a practical, sustainable way. Its vision is to be a self-sustaining, non-profit organisation that empowers and
develops a strong and united team who work together to respond to the HIV/AIDS crisis in ways that are
community-driven and relevant for each era of the pandemic. Its projects focus on four different areas:
care, prevention, poverty alleviation and income generation.

6. OTHER
6.1 Green Diwali at Mitchell Park
by Corinne Winson
A howling gale meant that attendance at this
innovative event was not quite as good as hoped.
However, our BotSoc stand certainly drew interest.
A number of visitors went home with a free packet of
seeds to plant and watch with eagerness for the first
green shoots to appear.
Suvarna Parbhoo-Mohan,
Margret Gehner, Mary O’Donnell.

6.2 General Interest
Plumbago, Butterflies & Chameleons by Corinne Winson

Plumbago auriculata Photos: Anno Torr

Plumbago auriculata is a popular flowering shrub, either as a stand-alone focus in the garden or used as a
boundary hedge. Common names: Cape leadwort, plumbago (English); blousyselbos (Afrikaans);
umabophe (Xhosa/ Zulu); umasheleshele (Zulu) In nature Plumbago auriculata is a scrambling shrub, about
3 m x 3 m. It grows in scrub and thicket (valley bushveld). The new growth is bright green, darker when
mature. The leaves are thin in texture and have minute gland dots. The leaf stalk is winged at the base and
clasps the stem. Underneath the leaves are greyish green, sometimes with whitish scales apparently for
light reflection. Plumbago is visited by butterflies and is one of the larval foods plant for the Common
Zebra Blue butterfly (Leptotes pirithous pirithous) which is apparently common in gardens as a result of the
popularity of Plumbago as a garden plant.

Leptotes pirithous pirithous, Common Zebra Blue. Male
below, female above. Photo: Charles J. Sharp, Wiki Commons

Leptotes species on Helichrysum
Photo: Anno Torr

According to KZN Amphibians & Reptiles expert, Nick Evans, one is more likely to find chameleons on this
shrub than most others in your garden. Take an LCD torch out at night, and you might just be fortunate in
finding this elusive little reptile, sometimes referred to as a species of Old-World lizard.

Above: Chameleon on the hunt
Left: active at night. Photos: Nick Evans

6.3 Spotlight on an indigenous tree of the Durban Botanic Gardens by Christine Sole
Acacia xanthophloea or umKhanyagude, also known by its common name as the Fever Tree, has its natural
habitat in northern KZN, the Gauteng Lowveld, and the Kruger National Park. A medium to tall, deciduous
tree of 10 to 15 m in height (sometimes reaching 25m) it is usually found growing in groups in hot, lowlying, swampy areas alongside rivers and pans. Stands of fever trees found in NDumo Game Reserve form a
closed woodland, making a magnificent sight near pans and fringing riverine networks.
Several examples of this striking tree are to be seen in the Durban Botanic Gardens. It is also a popular
choice in gardens and as a street tree and can be found as far afield as Cape Town; although sensitive to
frost, it survives in parts of Johannesburg and Pretoria.
The fever tree is also the habitat of various bird species, especially village weavers.
Given its characteristic smooth, powdery, greenish-yellow bark that bears a powdery substance on its
surface, and its preferred location, this tree has a story to tell. In the early days of travellers and plant
hunters, this tree was known as being the harbinger of fevers and a life-threatening malaise. Travellers
would camp out in the shade of them as they were usually close to a water source, the fever tree's
preferred habitat. The legend arose that the tree with its powdery yellow green bark caused fevers and a
potentially fatal condition among the folk who slept beneath it. The disease was, of course, malaria caused
by the mosquito, however this connection was not known at the time, hence the name, fever tree.
The beautiful and lyrical isiZulu name for the fever tree is umKhanya-gude which translated means 'light
from afar'. The tree is indeed visible from afar, standing like a beacon in an arboreal landscape during both
day, and night, when a stand of fever trees catching moonlight takes on a magical, mysterious aura.

Above: Copse of trees on golf course at Monzi. Photo: Bev Oscroft, Wiki Commons

Top: Fever Tree flowers. Photo:
Derek Keats, Wiki Commons
Above: Spines. Photo:
Jean Geilland, Wiki Commons

7.

David Newmarch – fondly remembered by Sandra Dell
We were sad to learn that David Newmarch had passed away recently. David was a
committee member from the time of the Branch’s reconstitution in 1997 until 2003. He
was Chairman of the Branch from 2000-2002. He was a kind and gentle person - with a
stage actor’s voice. He wrote beautifully, as one would expect of an English lecturer, and
we were fortunate to have him edit our Branch newsletter and plant fair handbook for a
time. David researched and wrote, with Geoff Nichols’ collaboration, the informative
guide “Tree Notes from the Durban Botanic Gardens” (available from the BotSoc Branch
library and by request from the Botanic Gardens’ Info desk at a nominal price). This
booklet is well worth buying, to use for self-guided tours of the Gardens as well as to
learn fascinating information about trees generally.
We extend sincere sympathies to David’s family and friends on their
sad loss.

David’s roof garden. A BotSoc outing was once held to his
attractive, wild indigenous garden in Manor Gardens.

Lockdown Southern Africa 2020
South Africa is under Lockdown
with COVID-19. Since we cannot
get into the veld, we can focus
on our own homes. Your home
and garden are full of exciting
visitors and other organisms
that consider it to be their home
as well. Why not record them
and see what other creatures’
co-habit our gardens and homes
in other cities? This is an
umbrella project to collate
information from around the
country. We have included
those cities taking part in the
City Nature Challenge. The
Durban regions falls under the
OTHER city category. Get your
friends together (online) and get
recording.

CLICK HERE to join the Inaturalist City Nature Challenge

